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Improving NHS ambulance 

services 



The purpose of this report: 

What we are trying to 

achieve: 
• Collecting inputs and outputs from 

the day 

• Making a record of what happened 

on the day and the energy in the 

room 

• Documenting the wealth of 

information and experience that the 

attendees bring 

We are not trying to do: 
• Making verbatim notes  

• Analysing or prioritising ideas  

• Developing a decision document or 

action plan Report compiled by Rosie Redstone 

and Leigh Kendall, NHS Horizons 



 
 

Starting the day as we 

meant to continue – with 

creativity and innovation!  

 

Participants made their own 

name badges. 

 
 
 



Welcome and Introduction by Helen Bevan,  

NHS Horizons’ Chief Transformation Officer 

We’re going to work 

hard today, unleash our 

collective brilliance and 

wisdom. 

Acknowledging the 

critical friends in the 

room: people who don’t 

work in ambulance 

services, but are here to 

help us see different 

perspectives 

We will identify 

local changes that 

if we all 

implement will 

make a difference 

across the whole 

country. 



#ProjectA 

• Have faith in the process 

• Take collective 
responsibility for 
completing the task on time 

• Be fully present for yourself 
and for others 

• Collaborate, support and 
constructively challenge 
others 

• Put yourself in other 
people’s shoes 

• Bring and voice your own 
perspective – that is why 
you are here! 

 

This is not your usual 
conference or workshop, it 

is a specially designed 
process which enables a 

depth and quality of 
output that would usually 
be unachievable in such a 

short timeframe... 

Ethos for the day 



Poll: who is in the room? 

#ProjectA 



#ProjectA 

What will make today 

successful for you? 



Ground rules –  

agreed by all 

1. We are all equal (no 

hierarchy) 

2. Everyone participates 

and listens, equally 

3. What is said here stays 

here 

4. No idea is stupid 

5. No topics are off the 

table  

 

 

#ProjectA 



Simon Stevens, Chief Executive of NHS 

England 

#ProjectA 

The purpose of today is to 

tap into the wisdom and 

energy of those in the 

ambulance service. I want 

to hear about the things you 

see which would make a 

great change. I want you to 

do something amazing 

through hearing the voices 

and ideas of frontline 

colleagues. 
 



Using dice to answer questions about our roles and experiences 





Tapping into the powerful tacit knowledge in 

our system 

Explicit 
knowledge 

Tacit 
knowledge 

Codified 
knowledge 

Found in Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs), policies, toolkits, quality standards 

Essential for quality, safety, compliance and 
transfer of knowledge  

Untaught 
knowledge 

and know-how 
Rooted in local settings, 

experience,  
practice and values 

Hard to communicate 
 

Most valuable kind of knowledge 
for innovation and improvement 

 
Most likely to lead to 

breakthroughs 

 

#ProjectA 

Tacit knowledge is often most valuable kind - but 

it can be hard to communicate. We’re going to be 

working with the tacit knowledge as we think this 

is most likely to lead to breakthroughs.  

Helen 

Bevan 



KEY POINTS: 

• An online ideas channel so that anyone in the country can 

add their ideas and have conversations.  

• We want to ensure that everyone can connect with others. 

WHAT we are going to do 

over the next 12 months 

WHEN we are 

going to be doing it 



 

Leading innovation is not about getting 

people to follow you into the future, it is 

about getting people to co-create it with 

you 

 
Linda A. Hill 

 

#ProjectA 

This means that we can do 

things better for our patients 

and our colleagues. It’s not 

about getting people to follow 

you, it’s about getting people 

to co-create with you. 



THE TASK: Pick a picture from a magazine which symbolises how ambulance services are 

now, and one about how you would like them to be in the future.  

Activity: Now and in the Future 



THE TASK…CONTINUED: 

Create a collage showing where the ambulance 

service is now, and where we want to be in the 

future. 



The finished results! 



The finished results! 



The finished results! 



The finished results! 



The finished results! 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Table activity: key themes, topics and opportunities 

To think about 

• redesigning care for a particular group of 

patients who use ambulance services 

frequently (e.g, people who fall in care homes 

or people with urinary tract infections)  

• anticipating needs (e.g, winter respiratory 

concerns) 

• transforming response and follow up 

processes 

• improving the wellbeing of ambulance staff 

• changing the patterns or flow of work to get 

better outcomes 

• challenging “rules” that get in the way of 

delivering great care for every patient 

Using the collages as a basis, as a table agree three 

words that sum up the present, and three words that 

sum up the future.  



Now: 
 

• Isolated, pressured and reductive 

• Target, struggling and changing 

• Isolated, fighter-fighting and balancing 

• Frustrated, challenged and hopeful for the 

future 

• Overwhelmed, deflated and unhopefully 

• Consistent, assessable and family 

• Reactive, dated and intimidated 

• Talented, uncoordinated and tired 

• Frustration, protective and drive 

• Time, drowning and undervalued 

• Positivity, modernised and adaptive 

• Time for change 

• Targets, restricted and inappropriate 

• Good, change and exhausted 

• Burdened, intelligent and collaboration 

• Uncertain, fatigue winging it and in the 

shadows blinked, attrition, deflated and 

tenacious  

Future: 
 

• Integrated, empowered and expansive 

• Techno-empowered, direction and welfare 

• Sustainable, inclusive and coordinated 

• Vibrant, supportive and cohesive 

• Aligned, ambitious and leading 

• Proactive, innovative and with a positive culture 

• Integrated, digital and innovation 

• Brave ambition, appreciated and self innovation 

• Empowered inclusive and achieving 

• Lifting the vision 

• Care and integration 

• Wellbeing, world class training and collaboration 

• Development, potential and confident 

• Recognised, patient centred and supported 

• Sorted, innovative and clear 

• Successful, outcomes and organised 

The words that each table 

agreed (some chose more 

or less than three): 



Now 

The responses were collated in to 

word clouds to enable the most 

common themes to emerge: 

Future 

Some of the words aren’t 

surprising – they’re the 

reason we’re here. It’s 

heartening to see positive 

words amongst the 

negative in the ‘now’ words. 

There is a sense of 

togetherness, passion  

and connection.  



 

What are the key themes that we should 

focus on during the afternoon?  

More than 500 ideas were submitted! 

 

These 500 ideas were collated into16 

themes, which created the basis for the 

afternoon’s activities… 



Each of the 16 teams started 

with their afternoon project – 

making a 90 second film! 

 

Before starting to shoot, the 

teams discussed all their 

many ideas and agreed on 

one big idea that their film 

would focus on. The ideas 

need to be ACE: 



Film making workshop 

Each of the 16 teams nominated two  members to 

receive a 20 minute training session on how to make a 

short film using a smartphone, and how to upload it to 

YouTube.  



Film making in action! 



The 16 Big Ideas 

TABLE THEME ONE BIG IDEA

1 Public Health and Prevention Project P - Encourage Better Hydration

2 Falls Lifeline Triage, #RightAssessmentRightResponse

3 End of Life, Frailty MECC, use of frailty scorecard, referral to GP for EOL care conversation.

4 Integrated Urgent Care Regional coordination of all unscheduled care by ambulance service.

5 Public Education National Campaign - Urgent vis a vis Emergency Care #TheRightCare

6 Nuggets of Wisdom and Operational Practice Standardise procurement (national procurement group) and HALO

7 Mental Health Pathways Avoid ED admissions through a dedicated Mental Health Car

8 Digitally Enabled Workforce Connect people quickly and share ideas, #myAMBfam

9 Closing the Loop and Feedback Social Movement #whathappenednext

10 Staff Support and Career Progression Career Passport for development and supporting CPD

11 Staff Mental Health Resiliance Training Programme

12 Education, Training & Professionalism National Ambulance Education Framework, 60 Hours protected CPD

13 Culture Removal of epaulets to remove hierachy based culture

14 Specific Pathways for High Volume users Prevention of Admission Response Pathway (Integrated rapid response)

15 Drugs and Alcohol Treatment ICE Bus or ICE House

16 GP & HPC Referrals Promote use of own transport or other forms of transport as alternative to blue light.



Prevention of admission 

End of life and frailty Integrated Urgent Care 

Education, training, and professionalism 

The 16 Big Ideas – the 90 second videos 

https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=-MKRePIKh0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crYc5eEQ-aM
https://youtu.be/FHT8h-Yx79o
https://youtu.be/pyjOthklT4I


 Falls 

#RightAssessmentRightResponse Procurement HALO 

GP and HCP referrals 
Culture 

The 16 Big Ideas – the 90 second videos 

https://youtu.be/0tQkwYNMdQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7nBB3dPmzw&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/VYQ6Opd3R4E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jvBOGqyKK8


Digital Enabled Work Public Education 

Drugs and Alcohol Patient Feedback 

The 16 Big Ideas – the 90 second videos 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iltQI86Lif0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikEp1Q92gM8&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJRi5-TiQvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjWKPZAgthU


Staff retention training and 

progression 
ProjectP 

Staff Mental Health Mental Health Car 

The 16 Big Ideas – the 90 second videos 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6aMs8RpSYM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHnq_1Eyc1Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx2yOH3uZSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBp9AMiXIhw


The big vote for the winning idea! 



Congratulations to all 16 teams for some brilliant videos 

created in a short space of time. A special well done to the 

winning team Mental Health Car, and runners up Public 

Education. 

Congratulations to all the participants for their amazing ideas 

and quickly-learnt film making skills. We will take every single 

idea into the next stage and nothing will be lost. Helen stressed 

the importance of building on the things developed today.  



Participants were asked to choose the 

name for the project. They were then 

shortlisted and we voted via sli.do. 

#ProjectA was named the winner! 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



The ideas and thought processes behind the films: 



We’re going to be 

recruiting local #ProjectA 

champions  to help spread 

the word locally, and 

encourage other people to 

get involved. 

An online ideas channel will 

be live during July and August 

- people can add their ideas, 

as well as comment and vote 

on other people’s ideas. The 

16 ‘big ideas’ from the films 

created during the day will be 

the first 16 ideas on the 

channel.  
We’ll assess the ideas and at 

events during September we’ll 

be looking at which ones we 

take forward – and how. 



Snowstorm: write down an insight that you have had from the 

day – screw up the piece of paper. On the signal throw it in the 

air. Pick up a random snowball and read out what it says. 

• Helping teams become more resilient 

• Change needs to happen 

• Sharing ideas is key 

• Similar problems / ideas across all 

services 

• We are all in the same boat 

• Staff want positive change 

• Getting together brings out good ideas 

• We should collaborate more and more 

integrated working 

• Same goals and challenges across trusts 

 

Key themes from the 

snowstorm 



Twitter activity 



Top tweets sent during the day 


